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Commercial
Fridge, Freezer

& Coolroom
Door Seals

Custom made to size

or sold by the metre



 

Measuring Guide
Taking correct measurements is important when ordering made-to-measure

door seals. There are two methods to determine the seal measurements. 

Outside to Outside

Centre to Centre
Centre to Centre measurements are the most accurate way to measure a push in style

seal.  Measure from the Inside edge of the door slot to the Outside edge of the slot. 

Measure the seal/gasket from the very outer edge on one side to the very outer edge
on the other side of the seal. The width and length of the seal is required. 

The outside measurements can be used when measuring any type of seal/gasket.
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Identify your seal
Finding the right seal profile can take time because there are so many to
choose from. The best way to identify is to cut through the seal and take

an end on photo of the cross section. 

Can't find your profile?
Please send us a clear cross section photo of your seal via Email.

The Brand of the fridge and seal measurements also help us a lot.

Take care to check the important measurements such as the height and
width of your seal, the size of the dart/arrow or flap.
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Push-in Seals

FSP967

FSP950

FSP952

FSP963

FSP971

FSP264 FSP266 FSP951

FSP08 FSP01 FSPN01

FSP14 FSP953 FSP954

FSP972FSP270FSP240

FSP12 FSP26 FSP30
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Push-in Seals

FSP178

FSP02

FSP169

FSP268

FSP191

FSP173 FSP186 FSP199

FSP822 FSP899 FSP9UB

FSP835 FSP185 FSP250

FSP968FSP964FSP892

FSP956 FSP958 FSP959
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Push-in Seals

FSP38A-B

FSPK9

FSP970

FSP895

FSP896

FSP05 FSP06 FSP11

FSP15 FSP19 FSP36

FSP890 FSP893 FSP894

FSP623FSP852FSP962

FSP198 FSP821 FSP888
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Push-in Seals

FSP836

FSP960

SHP2

FSP176

FSP24

FSP969 FSP254 FSP28

FSP07 FSP13 FSPF8

FSP242 FSP244 FSP987

FSP889FSP40FSP955

FSP79 FSP965 FSP16
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Flap Seals

FS144

FS172

FS148

FSD5

FS11

FSD1 FS944 FS1A

FS206 FS4000 ELX Flap

FS280 FSD7 FSDR2

FSC3FS22FS53

FSD5S FS12 FS2313
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Wiper & Silicone Seals

FS849

FSX001

FS109

FSX671

FS106 FS107 FS101

FS112 FS108 Flat Wiper

FSX408 FSX600 FSX1653

FSX752
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Can't find your seal? 
Contact us! 



Hardware
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P11 Hinges

Williams Hinges

Skope RetainerMagnet

Cartridge HingesCabinet Legs



 If you want to improve the strength of
your new seal or repair any gaps,

Heat the seal with a hair dryer or heat-
gun while the door is open. Close the
door and apply more heat around the
outside of the seal and allow to cool
down (5 minutes). Heat will allow the
magnet inside the seal to pull to the

cabinet face and the new magnets will
settle into position. If you are using a
heat-gun make sure not to apply too
much heat or you will melt the seal.

Tips & Tricks
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Before removing your old door seal,
hold your new door seal up to the door

to make sure it's the correct size.
 

When installing a new seal, always start
in each corner and work your way into
the middle to avoid stretching the seal.

 
When working on P11 hinged doors
(Screw in Seals) It's much easier and

faster to remove the door and to work
on a flat bench. 

YouTube.com/c/fridgeseal

Check out our YouTube videos or Contact us
for more useful tips and tricks!


